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of attack described in the preceding paragraph. For that
method is based on the assumption that there exists a demand
function and a corresponding supply function, connecting two
variables, which can be represented by curves ; these curves
" staying put ", so to speak, when import or export taxes are
imposed. This they do not do. On the contrary, in so far
as a contribution is made from the tax-paying to the tax-
collecting country, both curves are liable to be distorted, just
as they are with reparation payments.1 This entails that the
elasticity of demand and supply in respect of given quantities
of exports and imports, when reparations or taxation are im-
posed, are not the same as they were for those given quantities
in the absence of reparations or taxation, and so cannot be
used for determining the consequences of these imposts. In
any conditions that can reasonably be postulated for real life
the more complicated type of analysis developed in § 7 is,
therefore, necessary.
§ 12. In our study of reparations we saw that, in view of the
symmetrical form of the expression for C, in given conditions
a single country, Germany, imposing a reparations levy of given
scale on the rest of the world would secure for herself the same
contribution that the rest would secure by imposing an equiva-
lent reparation levy on Germany. With a levy made by means
of import duties this is not so : for the expression for C' is
not symmetrical. On the assumptions of Chapter XIX, § 14,
if America imposes a tax on Germany, assessed in cloth, to
yield a revenue of R cloth
C'«R         -21QE/-174
*-210E/-180Gc-l74*
But if Germany imposes a tax on America, assessed in linen,
to yield a revenue of R linen — equivalent at pre-tax values to
R cloth :
C' = R         -180GC~174
"~210Ej-180Gc-r74*
If we further assume that B; =GC the above expressions become
respectively :
R   -180E,-174.
- 174	- 390Ej - 174
1 Cf. Pigou and Bobertson, Essays and Addresses ;  essay by Robertson,
** The Transfer by Problem ", p. 180.

